Self Care at Shylah Farm involves the following:

- Cleaning your stall everyday
  (If stall is not cleaned by 7:00 am, then the staff at Shylah Farm will clean your stall(s) at an additional charge of $7.00 per stall.)

- Feeding/watering of the horse (daily)

- Horse(s) must be brought into stall by 9:00 am
  (If not, then the staff of Shylah Farm will bring in horse(s) at an additional charge of $3.00.)

- Shaving and hay will be available for purchase from Shylah Farm on Saturday or Sunday. Shavings will cost $5.00 per wheelbarrow and $6.00 per bale of Hay.

- If unable to bring in horse(s), turnouts, or feed, please notify Shylah Farm via a phone call or text ASAP, so the care of the horse(s) can be arranged.

I have signed and agreed to the above.

I, ________________________________, have read the above information and expectations on self care boarding at Shylah Farm. I am fully aware of my responsibilities as a self care boarder at this facility. I will provide what is stated above to the best of my ability and if need help in doing any of the following tasks will notify/call Shylah Farm so the care of my horse(s) is taken care of.

Signed: _______________________________ Date: ____________________

(Legal Guardian if under 18)

Witness: ______________________________ Date: ____________________